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2010201020102010    PINOT NOIR, PRESIDIO PINOT NOIR, PRESIDIO PINOT NOIR, PRESIDIO PINOT NOIR, PRESIDIO VINEYARD, VINEYARD, VINEYARD, VINEYARD, SANTA BARBARA COUNTYSANTA BARBARA COUNTYSANTA BARBARA COUNTYSANTA BARBARA COUNTY 
 

        
    

    
    
VINEYARDVINEYARDVINEYARDVINEYARD::::    

Presidio - 100%    
 
CLONES:CLONES:CLONES:CLONES:    
115    
    
YIELDYIELDYIELDYIELD    (Tons Per Acre):(Tons Per Acre):(Tons Per Acre):(Tons Per Acre):    
0.6 TPA  
    
HARVEST DATEHARVEST DATEHARVEST DATEHARVEST DATE::::    
September 17

 
 

    
APPELLATION:APPELLATION:APPELLATION:APPELLATION:    
Santa Barbara County 
 
FERMENTATION:FERMENTATION:FERMENTATION:FERMENTATION:    
1.5 Ton Open Top Fermenters 
5 day cold soak 
Native and commercial yeasts 
    
COOPERAGECOOPERAGECOOPERAGECOOPERAGE    
100% French Oak, 50% new 
    
AGING:AGING:AGING:AGING:    
11 months on the lees 
    
BOTTLED:BOTTLED:BOTTLED:BOTTLED:    
August 27, 2011 
    
ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  ALCOHOL:  14.3% 
    
CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED: CASES PRODUCED:     50    
    
SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: SUGGESTED RETAIL: $48 
 
 
 
 

    
    

    
PHILOSOPHY:PHILOSOPHY:PHILOSOPHY:PHILOSOPHY: 
We believe that Pinot Noir, perhaps more than any other wine, 
requires meticulous work in the vineyard and minimal handling in 
the cellar; winemaking manipulation will be evident in the finished 
wine. Thus, we feel it crucial to be personally involved in the 
vineyards throughout the season, from managing the canopy, 
dropping excess and/or uneven fruit, and tasting for both sugar and 
acid content and phenolic ripeness prior to harvest. Once the grapes 
are in, they need to be gently handled and carefully watched to 
ensure their potential is realized. 
    
THE VINEYARD:THE VINEYARD:THE VINEYARD:THE VINEYARD:    
Presidio is an ultra-low yielding, biodynamically farmed vineyard 
located on the cool, far-western edge of Santa Barbara County. In 
this climate, dominated by ocean fog and wind, the vineyard’s sandy 
soils yield tiny clusters of grapes with great intensity and 
energetically spicy aromatics. Due to its low yields and direct 
south facing aspect, Presidio is always one of the earliest vineyards 
to ripen.      
    
THE VINTAGE:THE VINTAGE:THE VINTAGE:THE VINTAGE:    
2010 was a historically cold year.  After a fairly healthy crop set, 
we had an extraordinarily cool spring and summer, with mid-summer 
highs often in the 60’s. The lack of heat required careful canopy 
and crop management, as only blocks with balanced amounts of 
fruit could sufficiently ripen, and open canopies were required to 
maximize what little heat was available. Then in September a heat 
wave stressed the vines and caused dehydration. Patience (and a 
little rain) was required to allow the grapes to recover from the 
heat stress.  At harvest, individual blocks had to be constantly 
monitored for ripeness while canopies were still active and while 
sufficient acidity remained. The vintage ultimately produced wines 
of exuberant fruit flavors, in a forward, yet balanced style. 
    
OUR WINEMAKING: OUR WINEMAKING: OUR WINEMAKING: OUR WINEMAKING:     
The grapes for this wine were harvested in the early morning hours, 
and we personally (and tirelessly) hand-sorted the clusters to 
remove unripe or damaged clusters and leaves. The grapes were 
delivered to the winery and immediately destemmed (without 
crushing) and placed directly into 1.5 ton open top fermenters. We 
cold soaked the grapes for 5 days before permitting fermentation to 
commence with native yeasts (later assisted with commercial 
yeasts) and temperature control.  Fermentation lasted 14 days. At 
dryness, the free run juice was drained directly to barrel and the 
remaining berries were pressed in a small basket press and barreled 
separately. The wine was aged in French oak barrels, 50% new, 
without racking, and was bottled unfined and unfiltered.  
 
PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:    
John Dragonette, Steve Dragonette, & Brandon Sparks-Gillis 


